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INTRODUCTION
Between January 2019 and July 2021 the Curriculum Design Team of the EISCAS
project conducted a range of analyses, surveys, interviews and consultations with
scholars and students of Central Asian and Eurasian Studies with the goal to develop
curricula relevant to the labor market and societal needs in Europe.
In total the EISCAS Curriculum Design Team did:
- A comparative analysis of 42 syllabi of existing CAS (January-March 2019)
- 2 intra-consortium feedback workshops on CAS (in November 2018 and
September 2021)
- A survey of 145 individual scholars of CAS (April 2019-May 2021)
- Consultations with scholars during two major congresses (June 2019-October
2019)
- In-depth interviews with 3 established CAS scholars (March 2019-July 2021)
- A general group survey of 26 CAS students during the 2019 Master Class (May
2019)
- A survey of 76 individual students and graduates of CAS (April-July 2021)
- Recorded in-depth individual interviews with 25 (former) CAS students (AprilJuly 2021)
- A statistical outlook of academic congresses attendees (November 2021)
- A survey of stakeholders* – (January 2020-March 2021)
(*only 10 responses – insufficient data to be used)

Since CAS in EU HEIs are taught within various disciplines and in different forms (a set
of elective courses, a specialization module, rarely a full study), it is impossible to
develop a one-size-fits-all set of course curriculum recommendations. Still, based on
the many insights we obtained from scholars and students, we provide some specific
guidance to teachers and institutions that plan to implement or strengthen a course
program, course module or full study program in this field.
Many of the insights gathered by EISCAS Curriculum Design Team have been
implemented in the didactic methodology of the European Handbook of Central Asian
Studies: History, Politics, and Societies (J. Van den Bosch, A. Fauve, B. De Cordier
(eds.)), Stuttgart: ibidem Verlag, 2021, which has been published in Open Access
within the framework of the EISCAS project with co-funding from the Erasmus+
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program of the European Union. (Click here to download the handbook) The
handbook’s didactic methodology is described in detail in Chapter 3.
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SCHOLAR PROFILES AND APPROACHES TO CAS
METHODOLOGY AND SCHOLAR PROFILES
In the course of April 2019 and July 2021 we solicited feedback from 145 scholars
working on CAS.
This group is quite representative for the field, with 18.6% of new arrivals (<5 years
of experience), 56.6% of mid-career experts (5-20 years), and 24.9% experts of the
previous generation (over 20 years of experience).

Figure 1
Breakdown of scholar profiles by experience (unfiltered – n = 145)

It is clear that most self-identify as researchers in the first play, and only a minority
considers themselves to be educators foremost. (With quite a lot of hybridity, which
is not listed in detail.)
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Blue – Researcher
Red – Teacher

Figure 2
Breakdown of scholar profiles by activity (unfiltered – n = 145)

When it comes to the actual teaching, it becomes clear that 50.4% of this group is
involved in teaching undergraduate or master courses. A smaller group (7.6%) only
mentors PhD students. This allows us to conclude that there is a significant overlap
between scholars and educators, nonetheless.
(!) There are only a few study programs labeled as ‘Central Asian Studies’ – even
renowned ones like: Glasgow (Central and East European, Russian Eurasian studies),
SOAS University of London, Indiana University, and others offer programs mainly
labeled as ‘Eurasian studies.’
Based on Figure 2 and 3 we hypothesize that this target group prefers to self-identify
by their scholarly activities, because of the lower status that accompanies teaching
“only” a module or elective course in a non-CAS program; exacerbated by the lower
prestige of small-sized CAS departments. We hypothesize that more scholars would
positively self-identify as educators if they were teaching in full-fledged Central Asian
programs in team with larger groups of colleagues sharing their profile.
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Figure 3
Breakdown of scholar profiles by teaching target group (unfiltered – n = 145)

Figure 4 and 5 clearly show that the primary, original disciplinary identities of scholars
in CAS and their pathways are very diverse. Still, most experts are situated within
History (30%), Political Science (26.9%) & International Relations (IR) (20.7%),
Sociology (12.4%) & Anthropology (20.7%) – a significant group is also from Area
Studies (16.6%).
(!) Surprisingly, the data confirm that are very few Sinologist migrate to CAS.
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Figure 4 Breakdown of scholar profiles according to primary disciplinary identity
(unfiltered data n = 145, multiple answers were possible so scholars were not forced to pigeonhole their
multidisciplinary background into one sole discipline.)
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Figure 5 Breakdown of scholar according to educational trajectory
(unfiltered data n = 145, multiple answers were possible)

Among the different pathways the following were the most common trajectories
shown in figure 5:
• I studied Central Asian Studies – 22.1%
• I did my PhD on a Central Asian Topic – 54.5%
• After graduation, I migrated to this field through research – my major field
was/is something else – 15.9%
• Mostly through self-study / working / living in the region – 31%
• I was mentored by a Central Asian expert – 11%
These date show there are two distinct pathways (with little overlap) for scholars to
build up expertise in CAS:
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• About 46.9% answered that they became an expert on CAS through self-study
and additional research (e.g. after having obtained a PhD in another field)
without enrolling in a formal education frame (study program or PhD program).
• A significant other group either studied in a CAS program (22.1%), specialized
through a PhD on this topic (54.5%) or benefited from the mentorship of a CAS
expert (11%).
Of course, after graduating from a PhD program, most scholars have obtained the
necessary methodological skillset to tackle CAS, and over time some disparities are
expected to disappear, although the danger of Orientalizing, stereotyping and
misunderstanding CA remains if scholars do not rely on insights/sources from other
(complementing) disciplines than their own.
Table 1 and 2 show a further breakdown of our sample of interviewed scholars. Based
on these tables, we can find that the sample is quite representative for Western
Academia (about 70%).
Our sample provides a good balance between continental European and Anglo-Saxon
university cultures (36% vs. 33%), and Table 1 also shows how fragmented CAS are in
continental Europe, with only France and Germany housing several centers. (Note
that we did not obtain data for Italy research centers, but that many Italian scholars
are working abroad).
Our data are not representative for CAS centers and academic culture in Russia or
other non-Western institutions, but still captures a fraction of the native (Central
Asian) academic landscape (25%).
Table 3 seems to indicate that there has been an influx of scholars entering CAS which
are fluent in several native languages.
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Table 1. Breakdown of scholar profiles based on work location and experience
Less
More
than
10than
Working in 5
5-10 20
20-30
30
#
country
years years years years
years
respond.
Belgium
1
1
2
Czech
Republic
1
1
1
3
Denmark
1
1
Finland
1
1
France
3
8
5
1
17
Germany
1
6
7
2
16
Hungary
2
2
Netherlands
1
1
Portugal
2
2
Romania
1
1
2
Slovenia
1
1
Sweden
1
1
Europe
Switzerland
1
1

AngloSaxon
background

Australia
United
Kingdom
United States

Other

Turkey
Russia
India
Iran
Iraq
Mexico

Central
Asian

Kazakhstan
5
Kyrgyzstan
2
Tajikistan
Turkmenistan
Uzbekistan
2
Mongolia

Total number of respondents:

3
7

1
5

1

1
2

2
11

1

1
10

7
39

n=47
33,3%

2
2
1
1
1
1

n=8
5,6%

6

1
1
1
2
1

2
1

2
1

1
1
3
1

3

20
5
1
1
8
1
141

per

n=51
36,1%

1

1

9

Total
group

n=36
25,5%
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Table 2. Breakdown of scholars by academic background and native languages
Area studies

History

Political Science

Sociology-Anthropology

Other

#respondents

6

3

12

8

2

31

Central Asian (multi)

4

1

8

3

1

17

European (multi)

2

2

4

5

1

14

10

21

32

29

16

108

More than 1 native language

1 native language
Azeri

1

1

2

3

Czech

1

Dungan

1

Dutch

1

English

2

8

9

11

7

37

French

1

3

1

4

3

12

German

1

2

2

2

1

8

Hindi

1
1

2

1

Hungarian

1
1

Italian
Kazakh

3

Kyrgyz

1

2

1

1

2

3

1

Mongolian

1

Persian

1

8
1
1

1

1

3

Polish

1

1

2

Portuguese

1

1

2

Romanian
Russian

2
1

2

4

Spanish
Tajik

1
2

1

13
1
2

Uyghur
Uzbek

2
5

3

1

1

1

4
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Table 3. Breakdown of scholars by native languages and experience
(accounting for academic background)

WORK
EXPERIENCE

Language Proficiency

Less than 5 years

Central Asian (multi)
European (multi)
Single language
Central Asian (multi)
European (multi)
Single language
Central Asian (multi)
European (multi)
Single language
Central Asian (multi)
European (multi)
Single language
Central Asian (multi)
European (multi)
Single language

5-10 years

10-20 years

20-30 years

More
years

than

30

Area
studies

History Political SociologyOther
Science Anthropology
4

1

1
4

3

5
4
3
13

2
1

5

1
8

5
1
1

4
1
1
5

1
3
1

5

1
1
5

13
1
2
8
1
2
3

4
1
6

4

2
1

1

# respond.
5
3
18
6
3
40
2
3
27
2
2
19
2
3
6

% per experience
category
19,2
11,5
69,2
n=26
12,2
6,1
81,6
n=49
6,3
9,4
84,4
n=32
8,7
8,7
82,6
n=23
18,2
27,3
54,5
n=11

Legend to Table 2 and 3
- Central Asian (multi) refers to scholars being fluid into more than 1 native Central Asian language (Dungan, Kazakh, Karakalpak, Kyrgyz, Mongolian, Russian, Tajik, Turkmen,
Uyghur, Uzbek)
- European (multi) refers to scholars being fluid into more than 1 native European language
- Single language refers to scholars speaking only one native language (European, Central Asian or other).
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ACADEMIC TRADITIONS AND DEFINING CENTRAL ASIA
We surveyed scholars to see how they define Central Asia (CA) in the hope to explain
some diverging patterns according to the geographical location of CAS institutions.
Explaining the definitions:
•
•

•
•

5 stans refers to the five FSU (former Soviet Union) territories of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.
Definitions listed as ‘Other’ are very diverse: and either link delineations to concepts like ‘landlocked’
(n=1), ‘peripheral’ (n=1) by somewhat experienced scholars, and in other cases are very nonstandard ‘including Azerbaijan’ (n=1) or that are very narrow (only including 1 or 3 countries) – by
very young scholars with less than 5 years of experience.
7 Stans refers to the 5 FSU territories and include both Afghanistan and (parts of) Pakistan.
UNESCO definition is the largest conceptual frame, including Afghanistan, northeastern Iran,
northern and central Pakistan, northern India, western China, Mongolia and the former Soviet
Central Asian republics.

The most common definitions were ‘5 stans’ and the ‘UNESCO’ conceptualization.
Table 4. prevalent definitions of ‘Central Asia’
Chosen definition
n
%
5 Stans
54
41,5
5 Stans + Afghanistan
7
5,4
5 Stans + Mongolia
4
3,1
5 Stans + Xinjiang + Afghanistan
10
7,7
5 Stans + Xinjiang + Afghanistan + 13
10,0
Mongolia
5 Stans + Xinjiang
5
3,8
7 Stans
2
1,5
‘Other’ (even narrower)
3
2,3
‘Other’ (divergent definitions)
3
2,3
UNESCO
29
22,3
Total n=130

Table 5. Geographical breakdown of main
definitions
Scholars working in
Europe + UK
USA
FSU
Europe + UK
USA
FSU

5 Stans
27
5
20

UNESCO
8
17
3

n
50
39
34

54,0
12,8
58,8

16,0
43,6
8,8

%
%
%

Remarkable is also the divergence of use
between regions. Geographical location
and the choice of delineation correlate:
Of all scholars adhering to the UNESCO
definition (29 out of 130) 17 of them
were US scholars (out of a total of 39), a
definition for instance, barely used
(<10%) in the FSU itself (n=34).
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Figure 6. Scholars' preference how to delineate CA by generation
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Figure 7. Scholars' preference how to delineate CA by academic background
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Beside the significant geographical bias between the two main delineations, the
sample does not provide evidence that there are other structural biases among
disciplines or according to different generations of scholars.

We aim to explain this US vs. EU+UK divergence with the following hypotheses:
• Hypothesis 1: The inception of recent CAS (as Area Studies or Political Science)
happens in the form of adding core modules to existing (related) departments
like Slavonic, Turkic or Iranian studies. Hence the latter’s scope is broadened
to the UNESCO definition with ‘Eurasian Studies’ to include Central Asia – and
attract a larger target audience (prospective students).
• Hypothesis 2: The US academic culture for CAS is often created from History
departments where the ‘Eurasian’ connection is more relevant, and hence
underscored by such a label, overlapping with the UNESCO definition.
• Hypothesis 3: Since funding for Central Asia ‘proper’ is scarce, scholars operate
under an ‘Eurasian’ label in order to attract donors, due to the higher ‘strategic’
relevance of a Eurasia that includes Russia, Eastern Europe and the Caucasus
(and Afghanistan!) – This overlaps with the UNESCO definition, but the logic
behind it is not influenced by any cultural-geographical criteria.
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STUDENT PROFILES AND ATTITUDES TOWARD
EXISTING CAS
METHODOLOGY AND STUDENT PROFILES
Between April and July 2021, the EISCAS Curriculum Design Team surveyed 76
(former) students and to verify these data, conducted an additional 25 individual, indepth interviews (processed anonymously).
The profile of the surveyed 76 (former) students was as illustrated below. Most of the
students were graduate students (currently engaged in some sort of PhD program –
43.4%) with another 6.6% in the process of making the transition (green color) to an
MA or PhD program. A quarter (26.3%) of the surveyed people were currently
enrolled in a MA program. And then there was a group that graduated and entering
the job market (11.8% purple) with another group (5.6%) that gradated more than
five years ago (light blue and dark pink). Only 6.6% was enrolled in a BA degree and
aspiring to specialize on CAS, which in any case is very rare because CAS is (almost)
never offered at BA level.

Figure 8. Breakdown of students according to current (post-)educational status
(unfiltered data n = 76)
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Figure 9. Breakdown of students according to study program format
(unfiltered data n = 76)

Figure 9 shows that this sample of students is well divided according to their
experience of CAS by format, of how this specialization was offered. Once again, none
of the students had been/ were enrolled in a BA on CAS (because it does not exist?).

Figure 10. Breakdown of study program offer of CAS
(unfiltered data n = 76)

The next breakdown gives a more detailed overview:
•
•
•
•

Blue – 17.1% - offers an official program on CA
Red – 30.3% - offers a specialization (module) on Central Asia within a larger related field
(Area Studies, Pol. Sci., History, etc.)
Yellow – 19.7% - offers some courses on the topic
Green – 10.5% - has specialists that offer mentorship for selected students
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•

The remaining group (diverse, totaling 22.4%) – are all students that specialized by
themselves, either by self-study, travelling to the region, or collaborated with specialized
institutions on their own initiative.

Figure 11. Breakdown of study program by primary discipline
(unfiltered data n = 76)

The most current disciplines are:
•
•
•
•

Green – 10.5% - Russian & Eurasian Studies
Purple – 15.8% Political Science
Pink – 26.3% - International Relations (IR)
Blue – 7.9% Anthropology / Ethnology
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Figure 12. Breakdown of students according to level of specialization
(unfiltered data n = 76)

Figure 12 shows that a MA or PhD dissertation on CA still seem to be the most
common trajectory for specialization.
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Table 6. Student breakdown according to specialization and geography

Current trajectory

North
America

I am doing a Bachelor's degree
I am doing Master's degree

Western
Europe

Central
Europe

3
3

Central
Asia

Russia +
FSU *
Other

Total

1

1

5

8

2

5

1

1

20

I am doing my PhD

12

2

17

1

1

33

I graduated and applying for a Master's or a PhD program

2

1

1

1

5

I graduated five or more years ago

2

I graduated recently and started working/trying to find a job

1

I graduated ten or more years ago
Total

2
1

1

1
6

27

4

1

1

1
6

28

9
2

5

3

76

*FSU excluding Central Asia

Table 7. Student language acquisition according to study format
Full study program - Master level or equivalent
At least 1 Central Asian Language and 1 other regional language
Russian + other (related) languages
Non-related language
I did not study another language

17
6
5
3
3

Full study program - PhD level or equivalent
At least 1 Central Asian Language
Russian + other (related) languages
Non-related language

21
8
5
4
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I did not study another language

4

I decided to do my thesis on this topic (and possibly found some related courses)
At least 1 Central Asian Language
Russian + other (related) languages
Non-related language
I did not study another language

26
4
13 (4 also learnt Chinese)
2
7

Specialized module (a group of related courses on the topic, may be an optional)
At least 1 Central Asian Language
Russian + other (related) languages
Non-related language
I did not study another language

12
5
1
6
0

Total number of respondents

(1 already spoke a native language)

76

Table 8. (Former) students and their first choice sector of profession
Question: In what sector would you like to work? (First choice) – 74 respondents
SECTOR
Academia
Commerce & trade
Construction & engineering
Consultancy
Culture & Arts
Development
Diplomacy/Public sector
Human Rights
Media & journalism
Military & Defense
Total

First Choice regarding profession
Undergraduate
1
1
2
1

2

7

MA level
5
1
1
2
3
3
5
2
2
1
25

Current profession
PhD level
16

Graduated
7

2
4
6
3
1
1
31

1
1

11

#
29
2
1
6
8
4
12
7
3
2
74
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Table 9. (Former) students and their current sector (or second choice for those not yet on the labor market)
Question: In what (main) sector do you work now? Or (for those not yet working, what sector would be your alternative choice?) – 73
respondents

SECTOR
Academia
Banking & finance
Civil society
Commerce & trade
Consultancy
Culture & Arts
Development
Diplomacy/Public sector
Education
Geopolitics
Human Rights
Media & journalism
Military & Defense
Telecommunications & IT
Tourism
Transport & logistics
Total

Second Choice regarding profession
Undergraduate
1

MA level
11
1

PhD level
20

Graduated
5
1

1

2
1

1
3
1
2
1

1
1
2
4

1
1
1
2

1
2
1
1

1

1
1
1
7

24

31

11

#
37
2
1
1
3
6
4
9
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
73
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Table 10. Job expectations of CAS students and graduates

disagree

It is hard to find a job with my qualifications.
Undergraduate
MA level
PhD level
Graduated
My job is/will be in line with my expectations.
Undergraduate
MA level
PhD level
Graduated
My job (will) require(s) expertise on CA.
Undergraduate
MA level
PhD level
Graduated
CAS graduates end up in the field connected to their studies.
Undergraduate
MA level
PhD level
Graduated

6
2
4
2

2
9
1
3
2
3
2
1
1

rather not
true

14
1
4
7
2
11
2
6
2
1
5
1
3
1
17
2
5
9
1

rather true
can't say

13
1
5
5
2
17
2
7
8
15
7
7
1
35
1
10
16
8

very true

22
2
6
9
5
25
7
11
7
18
1
5
8
4
10
1
6
2
1

13
1
6
5
1
11
1
1
8
1
20
1
4
13
2
4
1
3

Doesn't
apply to
me

#

6
2
2
1
1
8
2
4
2

74
7
25
31
11
74
7
25
31
11
74
7
25
31
11
74
7
25
31
11

7
3
3
1
6
1
3
1
1
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very true

Doesn't apply to
me

CAS graduates end up in the field connected to their studies.

rather true

My job (will) require(s) expertise on CA.

can't say

My job is/will be in line with my expectations.

rather not true

It is hard to find a job with my qualifications.

disagree

Table 11. Job expectations of CAS students and graduates (in %)

8
3
12
3

19
15
7
23

18
23
20
47

30
34
24
14

18
15
27
5

8
11
9
8

%
%
%
%

Table 12. Perceptions of discrimination by students

Academic discrimination related to Nepotism and Hierarchy
Agism
Classism
N/a
Racism/Nationalism
Sexism and Gender-related

NA

WE

2
1
2
4
4

5
1
12
5
9

CE

Russia
& FSU*

CA

Other

1

2
2

2

1
5

3
3

1
3
1

14
6
7

2
1

Total #
2
17
2
31
21
25
N = 76

NA = North America; WE = Western Europe, CE = Central Europe (and Balkans), FSU* = Former Soviet Union, CA = Central Asia
*Excluding Central Asia
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Table 13. Student interviews breakdown by gender, age, background and geographical location
GENDER

Male
Female
Other

11
14
0

AVERAGE AGE

30.6 years

(based on 23 respondents)

BACKGROUND

European
6
Central Asian*
14
Russophone
2
Other
3
(*includes 2 interviewees with a mixed CA/Russophone background, and 1 with
an CA/European one.)

GEOGRAPHICAL
LOCATION OF
INSTITUTION

EU (continental)
Anglo-Saxon institutions
Other region

22
2
1

Seven respondents marked themselves as undergraduate students, the majority (3) coming from Western Europe. Only one of them
wants to stay in Academia; consultancy and the human rights sector got 2 votes each, and the other two votes were given for the Culture
and Commerce sectors respectively. As a second choice regarding profession students chose IT, geopolitics and diplomacy.
Regarding the expectations on the job market the votes distributed rather evenly throughout the answers which makes it impossible to
expose any kind of a tendency:
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Table 14. Student interviews and job expectations at undergraduate level
rather not true
disagree

It is hard to find a job with my qualifications.
Undergraduate
My job is/will be in line with my expectations.
Undergraduate
My job requires expertise on CA.
Undergraduate
CAS graduates end up in the field connected to their studies.
Undergraduate

rather true

Doesn't apply to me

#

1

2

7

1

2

7

1

1

3

7

1

1

1

7

can't say

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

very true

2

Out of 20 self-identified Master students in our survey, 8 come from Western Europe, 5 from Central Asia, the rest distributed among
other options. Six of them know at least 1 Central Asian Language and 1 other regional language, 5 know Russian and only 3 do not know
any other language. Academia and Diplomacy/Public sector are two most popular (5 votes each) first choices of career paths for MA
students. As a second choice regarding profession an absolute leader with 11 votes is academia.
Regarding their expectations from the job market the votes distributed rather equally among different answers and it is not possible to
speak of a strong tendency:
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Table 15. Student interviews and job expectations at graduate level
rather not true
disagree

It is hard to find a job with my qualifications.
MA level
My job is/will be in line with my expectations.
MA level
My job requires expertise on CA.
MA level
CAS graduates end up in the field connected to their studies.
MA level

2

rather true
can't say

Doesn't apply to me

#

very true

4

5

6

6

2

25

6

7

7

1

4

25

3

3

7

5

4

3

25

1

5

10

6

3

25
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EXISTING CAS AND TEACHER NEEDS
A DIDACTIC SHIFT NEEDED IN CAS COURSES
Forty-two syllabi were analyzed, corresponding to thirty universities. Most syllabi
touch upon a variety of disciplines and subject-matters, but are located in the
following disciplines:
• History
• Politics/ Security/International Relations
• Sociology
• Anthropology
Most syllabi focus almost exclusively on knowledge-based outcomes. The goal of
obtaining a set of skills tends to be mentioned only in passing. The knowledge-based
outcomes vary substantially, depending on the discipline being studied, the time
periods under consideration and the themes being outlined. Moreover, not all syllabi
explicitly indicate the knowledge outcomes, although they can be (somewhat)
inferred on the basis of the topics and subjects being studied. It is also worth bearing
in mind that very few syllabi actually operationalized the learning outcomes, that is,
indicated how exactly the lecturer/teacher would ensure that those outcomes were
achieved. Rather most courses indicated (or presumed) that, by way of lectures and
discussion, those goals could be reached.
Types of Learning Outcomes (LOs) – according to B. Bloom.
Knowledge – cognitive skills and intellectual development of the course
Skills – competences necessary to connect and process source materials and ‘apply’
the knowledge of the course to specific and practical purposes.
Attitudes – values, appreciations, motivations and priorities of the discipline or
specific course

In any case, some syllabi indicated that the evaluation methods, such as preparing a
presentation and/or writing an essay, would contribute to reaching those outcomes;
others referred to the use of films and local sources – such as novels or travel
accounts – as a means by which to acquire knowledge of Central Asia.
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The most common knowledge-based outcomes:
• To be able to describe Central Asia
• To know the historical transformations to which the region has been
subjected
• To be able to see Central Asia from different conceptual or theoretical
points of view
• To know the specific social, cultural and political trends which affect
contemporary
Central Asia as a whole
• To be able to specify the geopolitical features of Central Asia and how it
relates to other
key international actors and regions
• To understand the nature of a Central Asian social/cultural experience
• To be aware of the links - and differences - between formal and informal
politics in
Central Asia
• To understand Central Asians’ specific relationship, if any, to Islam
Some examples of skill-based outcomes:
• Develop a business plan in relation to the specific characteristics of Central
Asian
economies
• Acquire the ability to discuss specific issues
• Sharpen presentation techniques
• Develop teamwork abilities while preparing a report or presentation on
Central Asia
• Write better essays/reports
• Develop critical thinking
• Acquire the ability to read and interpret history
• Develop the mindset necessary for applying theories to a specific region
Insights from a comparative analysis of CAS syllabi:
• The learning outcomes are mainly knowledge over skill-based
• Knowledge-based learning outcomes:
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o Almost all syllabi specify either directly or indirectly the need to
understand what is or what constitutes former Soviet Central Asia or
Central Eurasia more broadly (be able to describe Central Asia)
o Politics and history-oriented syllabi tend to specify the need to
understand how Central Asia transformed (or transitioned) from a
cultural, political and/or social point of view (know the historical
transformations to which the region has been subjected)
▪ The periods of this transformation may vary: Some look only at
historical
processes
and
changes
from
ancient Central Asia to the early Soviet period; others
begin in the nineteenth century, from Central Asia under
the Tsarist period to the 21st century
o Some syllabi use Central Asia as a tool for applying (or even testing)
social theories (be able to see Central Asia from different conceptual or
theoretical points of view)
▪ Historiographical and History-based syllabi tend to highlight
why students need to know why history matters
▪ Political and International Relations related courses underscore
(among other issues) how Central Asia can be seen from distinct
conceptual points of view, such as from a traditional or
nontraditional security perspective
o Most syllabi which focus on contemporary - primarily post-Soviet Central Asian politics specify how students should be able to articulate
the key events and issues which have affected (and perhaps still affect)
the region (know the specific social, cultural and political trends which
affect contemporary Central Asia as a whole)
o Some syllabi present Central Asia as an important geopolitical region in
its own right, asking students to articulate the geographical and
international features which make up the specificity of the region (be
able to specify the specific geopolitical features of Central Asia and how
it relates to other key international actors and regions)
o Some courses, primarily those centered on anthropology, underscore
the need to understand what it is to experience Central Asia as a specific
cultural region (be able to understand the nature of a Central Asian
social/cultural experience)
o A lot of syllabi highlight the need for students to articulate the formal
versus informal nature of Central Asian cultural/social relations (know
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the links - and differences - between formal and informal politics in
Central Asia)
o The nature of Central Asia’s specific relationship to Islam, if any, tends to
be highlighted as an important learning outcome (students are expected
to understand the historical - and specific cultural - relationship of
Central Asia’s inhabitants with Islam)

• Most syllabi do not mention the skills which will be acquired throughout the
course, though a few are explicitly highlighted, and some others can otherwise
be inferred:
o Develop a business plan in relation to the specific characteristics of
Central Asian economies
o Acquire the ability to discuss specific issues
o Sharpen presentation techniques
o Develop teamwork abilities upon preparing a report or presentation on
a specific Central Asian issue
o Write essays/reports
o Develop critical thinking
o Acquire the ability to read and interpret history
o Develop the mindset to apply theories to a specific region
Assessment of CAS syllabi
It is quite striking how few syllabi specify learning outcomes (LOs) at all, and that their
formulation of intended skills and attitudes is ever rarer. Especially, considering the
complex nature of CAS: its challenging inter-disciplinary approach, its intertwined
history with several world regions, the necessity to learning at least Russian to
connect directly with source materials, etc.
At a minimum, educators ought to set up clear teaching plans how CAS-related
courses will enhance students’ knowledge, in a next step, they can then foster the
development of the necessary skillsets students need to tackle and work with such
knowledge and thus pave the road for deep and strategic learning. And – at a
maximum – educators should work out a plan (for classroom settings) how to change
student attitudes toward the region, its people and cultures.
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The very first step toward these stacked goals is the clear definition of Learning
Outcomes. Without setting and benchmarking LOs throughout the learning process,
educators cannot keep track of students’ progress (until the very last moment of class
activities per period, during examinations and evaluation) when it is too late to
provide additional guidance, recalibrate expectations, or strengthen ongoing learning
processes.
After assessing this underdeveloped educational dimension, the European Handbook
of Central Asian Studies: History, Politics, and Societies has taken great care to include
the following elements to enhance course planning for teachers and learning for
students.
Each chapter contains:
• learning outcomes (for knowledge and skills (+ attitudes were possible))
• reflective questions (pre-reading / main reading / post-reading questions)
• assignments and exercises (for classroom activities or self-study)
• a list of recommended literature per topic
• info boxes
• explanatory footnotes
Editors worked very closely together with authors to integrate chapters, crossreferencing them, creating (over 23) original maps, and adding a comprehensive
glossary (over 130 entries), 51 info boxes and 6 case studies providing context or
greater details, and a smart index (separating names, concepts, events and places).
On the YouTube channel readers can find 22 movies with lectures, covering the most
important topics of the handbook, presented by the authors themselves.
The EISCAS didactic team developed specific instructions for teachers and students.
The exact didactic methodology on how to use this handbook can be found here:
Justyna Hadaś; Jeroen J.J. Van den Bosch, ‘How to Use this Handbook: Didactic Vision and Study
Guide,’ in: Jeroen Van den Bosch; Adrien Fauve; Bruno De Cordier (eds.), European Handbook of
Central Asian Studies: History, Politics, and Societies, (Stuttgart: ibidem Verlag, 2021): 41-69.
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RECOMMENDED LITERATURE (BY SCHOLARS) FOR CREATING COURSES
New handbooks on CAS
In rapid succession four new handbooks on Central Asia have appeared by late 2021
or will be published soon in 2022:
• The Routledge Handbook on Contemporary Central Asia, edited by Rico Isaacs
and Erica Marat, Routledge, 2021.
• The European Handbook of Central Asian Studies: History, Politics, and
Societies, edited by Jeroen Van den Bosch, Adrien Fauve and Bruno De
Cordier, Ibidem Verlag, 2021.
• Central Asia: Contexts for Understanding, edited by David W. Montgomery,
Pittsburg University Press, 2022.
• The Central Asian World, edited by Jeanne Féaux de la Croix and Madeleine
Reeves (in the Routledge world series), Routledge, forthcoming 2022.

The newest works in the list above, by Isaacs & Marat (2021) and Montgomery
(2021/22) were planned for publication around the same time (2017-2018) as the
EISCAS handbook. All three serve as reference works for scholars and experts of CAS.
All books deal with the region in a cross-disciplinary fashion, but with different
purposes. (It is too early to tell the scope and content of the fourth (forthcoming)
book by Féaux de la Croix & Reeves, expected in 2022).
The book by Isaacs & Marat captures the state-of-the discipline, presenting major
findings in the academic field and identifying long-term trends, recent observations
and future developments. (They also include many CA scholars). It is a traditional
handbook / reference book, with 30 chapters, relating to core topics of history,
politics, geography, IR, political economy, society, culture and religion.
The book by Montgomery is by far the most comprehensive in scope to date, offering
short introductions and cases on a humbling range of topics (including on family
structures, cinema and Art), serving a readership operating beyond Academia, e.g.
including policy-makers or other readers, who need to get up to speed on specific
topics related to Central Asia for professional reasons.
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The EISCAS European Handbook of Central Asian Studies differs from the above two
handbooks in that it was especially designed as a didactic material. It goes beyond
basic introductory chapters and offers longer pieces (covering course modules) that
in style and format present a selected range of the most-important topics in an
accessible manner, supported by info boxes, case studies, new maps, recommended
literature, and with several additional case studies integrating chapters. In addition,
it offers a comprehensive glossary, smart index, overview of learning outcomes and
specific instructions of educators and students.
For a comparison of these four handbooks and their individual rationale, watch this
editor panel held at George Washington University in December 2021:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LitB85xhb5I

Other works recommended by scholars
Before the publication of these new handbooks (2021/2022), the EISCAS Curriculum
Design Team surveyed scholars about what books they would recommend to
students wanting to specialize on CA and of the more than 100 titles that scholars
offered, the following stood out significantly.
Of course, one has to take into account several biases in this (non-exhaustive) list.
Some of these books were selected especially because they are introductory with a
lower threshold. Non-English works barely made it on this list (e.g. Catherine Poujol).
Many excellent works (especially histories: e.g. A. Morrison, S. Levi) were excluded
because they focus on one particular time period (in great depth) instead of providing
more complete chronological or general insights. Books that have been ‘around’ for
a decade of more have had the time to become classics (e.g. P. Hopkirk), and are thus
more often listed than recent publications with a still growing readership. Other titles
would probably have been up for recommendation, had no new books come out
more recently (e.g. A. Haugen, D. Christian).
Several of the surveyed scholars also highlighted more broadly “to consult the works
of Svetlana Gorshenina (on colonialism) / Baymirza Hayat / Chris Mason (on
Afghanistan) / Martha Olcott (recent works) / Greg Gleason” – but since scholars did
not list any particular works, none were included in the list below.
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Below, only works that were recommended by at least several different specialists
(from various disciplines) are listed. These recommendations are for students that
are rather new to CAS and need to immerse themselves in the specialized literature,
by starting with some of these books. We hope CAS educators find this list helpful,
but want to stress it is far from exhaustive.

Recommended for several disciplines
• Peter Frankopan, The Silk Roads: A New History of the World, Bloomsbury,
2015.
• Olivier Roy, The New Central Asia: The Creation of Nations, New York University
Press, 2000.
• Adeeb Khalid, Islam after Communism: Religion and Politics in Central Asia,
University of California Press, 2007.
• Jeff Sahadeo & Russell Zanca (eds.), Everyday Life in Central Asia: Past and
Present, Indiana University Press, 2007.
• Peter Hopkirk, The Great Game: The Struggle for Empire in Central Asia, John
Murray Press/ Kodansha International, 1992.
• S. Frederick Starr, Lost Enlightenment: Central Asia's Golden Age from the Arab
Conquest to Tamerlane, Princeton University Press, 2015.
• Chingiz Aytmatov, Jamila (Чыңгыз Төрөкулович Айтматов, Жамила), 1958.

Recommended for Political Science and Area Studies
• Richard Pomfret, The Central Asian Economies in the Twenty-First
Century: Paving a New Silk Road, Princeton University Press, 2019.
• Alexander Cooley & John Heathershaw, Dictators Without Borders: Power and
Money in Central Asia, Yale University Press, 2019.
• Alexander Cooley, Great Games, Local Rules: The New Great Power Contest in
Central Asia, Oxford University Press, 2012.
• Marlene Laruelle & Sebastien Peyrouse, Globalizing Central Asia: Geopolitics
and the Challenges of Economic Development, Routledge, 2013.
• Kathleen Collins, Clan Politics and Regime Transition in Central Asia, Cambridge
University Press, 2009.
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Recommended for History and Area Studies
• Christopher Beckwith, The Empires of the Silk Road: A History of Central Eurasia
from the Bronze Age to the Present, Princeton University Press, 2011.
• Peter B. Golden, Central Asia in World History (New Oxford World History),
Oxford University Press, 2011.
• Jean-Paul Roux, L'Asie centrale: Histoire et civilisations, Fayard, 1997.
• Dilip Hiro, Inside Central Asia: A Political and Cultural History of Uzbekistan,
Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkey, and Iran,
OVERLOOK, 2011.
• Edward A. Allworth, Central Asia: One Hundred Thirty Years of Russian
Dominance, A Historical Overview, Duke University Press, 1994.
• Adeeb Khalid, Making Uzbekistan: Nation, Empire, and Revolution in the Early
USSR, Cornell University Press. 2015.
• James A. Millward, Eurasian Crossroads: A History of Xinjiang, Columbia
University Press, 2009.
• Nicola Di Cosmo, The Cambridge History of Inner Asia, Cambridge University
Press, 2014.
• Jürgen Paul, Zentralasien: Steppenkrieger und Seidenstraße: Das innere Asien
als Schauplatz der Weltgeschichte (Neue Fischer Weltgeschichte Bd.10). S.
Fischer Verlage, 2012.
• Svat Soucek, A History of Inner Asia, Cambridge University Press, 2012.
• Elizabeth E. Bacon, Central Asians under Russian Rule: A study in Cultural
Change, Cornell University Press, 1982.
• Shoshana Keller, Russia and Central Asia: Coexistence, Conquest, Convergence,
University of Toronto Press, 2020.

Recommended foremost for Anthropology
• Madeleine Reeves, Border Work: Spatial Lives of the State in Rural Central Asia,
Cornell University Press, 2014.
• Sally N. Cummings, Understanding Central Asia: Politics and Contested
Transformations, Routledge, 2012.
• M. Reeves, J. Rasanayagam & J. Beyer, Ethnographies of the state in Central
Asia: Performing politics, Indiana University Press, 2013.
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• Laura L. Adams, Spectacular State: Culture and National Identity in Uzbekistan,
Duke University Press, 2010.
• Stéphane A. Dudoignon & Christian Noack (eds.), Allah’s Kolkhozes. Migration,
De-Stalinisation, Privatisation and the New Muslim Congregations in the Soviet
Realm (1950s-2000s), Klaus Schwarz Verlag, 2014.
• Theodore C. Levin, The Hundred Thousand Fools of God: Musical Travels in
Central Asia (and Queens, New York), Indiana University Press, 1999.

A DRIVE FOR DE-COLONIZING CAS
Surveyed scholars also provided advice how to deal with de-colonizing CA in
classroom settings. Their observations fall into a two-pronged approach by, one the
one hand, de-exoticizing the region, its people and cultures, and, on the other hand,
illustrating the plethora of contrasting viewpoints and perspectives.
Benchmarking objectivity
• Present CA to students in a broader global and disciplinary perspective, not as
exotic or exceptional, but a ‘normal’ piece of the puzzle of world history, which
is merely underexplored or ignored during previous trends to create ‘national’
or ‘regional’ histories.
• Present CA in comparison with other places – stressing similarities – with the
US, Eastern Europe, the Gulf, other parts of Asia.
• If relevant, compare to colonial situations that have taken place in other
regions of the world and similarly testify of long periods of colonization: e.g.
Northern Africa, (with a specific focus on Algeria), the Middle East (with a
specific focus on Turkey/Ottoman Empire and Iran), and Latin America (with a
specific focus on Peru and Mexico).
• Normalize the research object, never making it exotic. (“It is better to have a
good description than a dubious theory.”)
• Instead of focusing on societal differences, present the commonalities in
societies by using frameworks of co-existing ‘multiple modernities’ to
overcome ‘classical’ / outdated theories of modernization and development
and their misplaced assumptions of teleology and homogenizing processes.
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• Forster a student attitude that CA is important because CA is important,
interesting, and worthy of study on its own, and not because CA is important
to some outside entity (the US, Russia, EU, the UN, etc.).
Highlighting and acknowledging subjectivity
• Trying to look at the region from a CA perspective:
o By collecting (oral) stories from people in of the region and analyzing
them
o Use the voices of interviewees (from fieldwork)
o Show how CA peoples themselves think of the issues under discussion
and if/why/how these matter to them
o Highlight how such narratives themselves can be self-colonizing, selfexoticizing and self-Orientalizing
o At a crude level, showing the more-or-less equally “backward” behaviors
of people in places considered metropolitan/ civilized/ sedentary, etc.
and contrast with the “modern” behavior of people in CA
• Stress the importance of the ‘local’ using a perspective of ‘translocality’
o To challenge the predominant nation-state containers
o To challenge generic, mainstream stereotypes
o To juxtaposition fixated ideologies about history, culture, politics,
rationalities, etc.
• Train students in methodologies supporting reflexivity, triangulation,
intersectionality, and community transparency
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THE GROWING INVOLVEMENT OF SCHOLARS
FROM THE REGION
In addition to the material drawn from surveys, interviews and systematic analysis of
syllabi, a statistical outlook of publications and conference attendees was made by
another project member of EISCAS (Slavomír Horák). The empirical findings
absolutely support the claims expressed by CAS scholars for a de-exoticized approach.
Indeed, there are more and more specialists based in the region or coming from the
region but based elsewhere (Europe, US, Gulf, Asia Pacific) who attend major
academic congresses such as the ones organized by CESS (Central Eurasian Studies
Society).

CESS congress participants 2003-2019
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Figure 13. Breakdown of CESS participants according to origin

The data presented in figure 13 comes from a complilation of (final) conference
programs. Content anlysis shows several trends: first of all, there is a growing number
of scholars paritipating to CESS conferences, which usually take place in the US. As a
matter of fact, if 211 registered academics were part of the 2003 edition, 286 people
attended the CESS conference in 2019, just before the COVID-19 pandemic. This
demonstrates a general increase. Secondly, the number of Central Asian particpants,
coming directly from the region in order to present a paper or coordinate a panel, is
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also growing. Indeed, when they were only 49 Central Asians in 2003, the amount
reached 85 persons in 2019. This trend relates to a point made by the first
introductory chapter of our EISCAS handbook (“A maturing field?”): there are local
scholars but also native scholars, who originate from the region but are affiliated
elswhere. These profiles are labelled in figure 13 as “Central Asia outside”. Here
again, these scholars born in Central Asia but currently working in Europe, the US, the
Gulf or Asia Pacific, in the most cases, are more numerous than almost 20 years back:
only 33 of them appear on the graph in 2003 whereas they reach an amount of 65 in
2019.
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Figure 14. Origin of authors publishing in one of the major CAS journals

A similar trend can be observed when academic journal publications are concerned.
Figure 14 demonstrates that for the last ten years, there has been a true increase of
articles published by authors originating from the region: either based in Central Asia
(grey curve labeled as “Central Asia”) or affiliated to scientific institutions located
elsewhere (yellow curve: “Central Asia outside”). The latest cohort is definitely
growing and echoes prior interpretation of figure 13. In addition, recent news about
new appointments at the editorial management of a similar journal, also
authoritative in the field, concurs with the aforementioned data: a scholar from
Central Asia, based in the UK, has taken up the position of chief editor of Central Asian
Affairs.
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EXISTING CAS AND STUDENT NEEDS
Student motivations and claims
Among the many reasons that motivate student to engage in CAS, several are to be
considered with great care. As shown by our survey, which was answered by BA,
MA and PhD students, the reasons why CAS appeal to younger people who wish to
specialize are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Family origins or childhood spent in the region
Personal contact with Central Asia: tourism, friendship, etc.
Imaginary, poetic or mythical representations of the Silk Road
Influence of a teacher who actually specialized in CAS
Academic opportunity: semester exchange
Professional experience in the region: internship, job as a language teacher,
member of a development project, military posting
“Niche strategy”: Added value of knowing a region less covered in area
studies or comparative studies
Geopolitical significance of the region: competing influences of China, Russia,
Iran, Pakistan etc.
Dynamics of going further eastwards: initial specialization in Eastern
European studies, learning Russian or Turkish, applying it in an original way
Proximity with Afghanistan
Business opportunities in the energy sector

European HEIs are attractive to CA students. Many of them who are enrolled in a
curriculum in the humanities or social sciences wish to deepen their knowledge,
connect with their origins and make a useful contribution to the development of
their homeland. Also, this summary of the many arguments provided by our survey
respondent demonstrate the general pragmatic stance that students are prone to
take. These motivations come along the expression of specific needs in terms of
what a HEI must offer:
• Stop essentializing the region as Oriental or backward
• Focus on gender issues
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•
•
•
•
•

Go beyond the ‘Great Game’ narrative
Not reduce Central Asia to alleged threats of Islamic radicalism
Consider societies rather than natural resources
Give more fieldwork opportunities
Develop teaching and training for those wishing to specialize in CAS

Anxiety linked to the labor market
Our surveys and in-depth interviews with undergraduate or MA students do show
that there is a true uncertainty about professional opportunities. This is the reason
why our recommendations below put a specific stress on mentorship, either to
become a career academic or an analytical expert (or project manager).
As a matter of fact, students who have an interest towards the region consider there
is an opportunity for them to specialize because of the importance of CA in world
politics and also due to the lack of well-trained specialists.
As explained by two different respondents: “The region has not been well studied
on the international level” (…) “Personal interest primarily, but also relevance to
career goals (international education/foreign relations)”
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CAS
Where does CAS lead to?
Taking stock of the general dispersion of Central Asian studies throughout Europe,
we advocate for a more coherent approach towards the unification of the discipline.
The ultimate beneficiaries of such a trend will undoubtedly be students and future
professionals aiming at the job market.
Major congresses of scholars appear to be the best moment to hold training sessions.
Experienced researchers and professors can put together specific panels in order to
give advice on how to prepare academic or expert CVs, give mentorship about think
tanks, NGOs or international organizations which do hire specialists of the region. This
idea is supported by evidence from in-depth interviews with students, especially 3
CAS alumni, 6 PhD candidates and 3 post-docs.
We identified four main platforms in this regard:
•
•
•
•

ESCAS (European Society for Central Asian Studies)
CESS (Central Eurasian Studies Society)
ASN (Association for the Study of Nationalities)
ICCESS (International Council for Central and Eastern European Studies)

As a way to help future students in their pathways to become specialists of CAS, we
established a list of organizations who recruit people who do work on the region.
Many of our project members have colleagues or former students who actually found
jobs, work as a short-term expert or do consultancy with the following think tanks,
IOs or NGOs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

OSCE (Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe)
EBRD (European Bank for Reconstruction and Development)
EEAS (European External Action Service)
GIZ (German Agency for International Cooperation)
AFD (French Agency for Development)
ICG (International Crisis Group)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RFS (Reporters Without Borders)
IWPR (Institute for War and Peace Reporting)
EUISS (European Union Institute for Strategic Studies)
ECFR (European Consortium on Foreign Relations)
CEPS (Center for European Policy Studies)
ENC (European Neighborhood Council)
EUCAM (European Union – Central Asia Monitor)
ACTED (Agence d’Aide à la Coopération Technique et au Développement)
ZOIS (Centre for East European and International Studies)

This also the case for some media platforms which hire journalists with a strong focus
on Central Asia:
•
•
•
•
•

Eurasianet
CABAR Asia
The Diplomat
The Calvert Journal
Novastan

In addition, many of our respondents explain that personal motivation and self-study
or extremely important, as there are so few opportunities to learn about CAS and
specialize in that field thanks to an integrated curriculum.
What is missing?
In order to foster a new generation of specialists, one must acknowledge the crucial
importance of language training. During our various workshops, interviews and
thanks to our surveys, we gathered data demonstrating that the best mix is Russian
plus one CA language.
But the current dispersion of CAS raises an obstacle: places where it is possible to
learn these languages in Europe are not so numerous.
Older teaching staff is going in retirement. There is a need to invest human resources
in the renewal of generation of linguists capable of training students in written and
oral knowledge. This issue is actually a consequence of the growing interest towards
social sciences and the study of contemporary Central Asia, as show in our in-depth
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interviews with career academics and students. In the 1990s, CAS was mostly driven
by archeology, history and linguistics. Today, the field is thriving in political science,
IR and anthropology. As a result, very few people are actually capable of teaching the
languages spoken in the region. And Central Asians who live in Europe do not always
have the professional training to teach grammar, phonetics or literature.
The following universities offer at least beginner’s courses of one or several local
languages (Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Tajik, Turkmen, Uzbek) and sometimes special seminars
for historians who plan working on manuscripts which are several centuries old
(Chagatai, Persian)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

INALCO (France)
SOAS, University of London (UK)
University of Amsterdam (Netherlands)
Leiden University (Netherlands)
Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan (Poland)
L’Orientale – Naples University (Italy)
Humboldt University (Germany)

That said, such basic training to fundamental knowledge about the region and its
cultural specificities must only give way to more transversal approaches which make
of Central Asia a part of the world affected by global issues. As a respondent to our
student survey said herself/himself: “I have the feeling there is still a lot of fetish in
Central Asian Studies. While languages are important, it should not stop there.
Critical Theory, Decolonial thought, Gender Studies... should be more implemented
in the curriculum”.
Consequently, we advocate for a differentiated approach to CAS as course modules,
as a specialization or a full MA. Indeed, a dedicated Master Program could be based
on the main ideas that can be drawn from our report on curriculum design.
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CREATING CAS PROGRAMS
The curriculum design team held several consultation rounds and workshops with
scholars, students and teachers to discuss and imagine the building blocks of an ideal
CAS program. Of course, the aims of a CAS study differ for a single course module
(e.g. 1 introductory course), a specialization (several courses), or a full Master
program, and many other factors (human resources, funding, infrastructure) should
be taking into account when realizing such different goals.
Nonetheless, we present below some recommendations on which elements each of
these three forms of CAS ‘should’ or ‘could’ encompass. Needless, to say, these
guidelines are only suggestions, but they have been created with input from a
plethora of individuals working in or studying CAS.
CAS as a course module
A single course (module) within a larger study program cannot be comprehensive and
must set priorities. The time restraints of such a course will make it impossible to deal
with the complex history of CA in detail. Students should be aware about the different
influences the Russian experienced (Persian, Greek, Buddhist, Iranian, Arabic,
Chinese, Mongolian, Russian, etc.) and be able to differentiate between the major
time periods. (Of course, such an approach will be biased toward world empires and
surrounding civilizations, but here we argue that at such an introductory stage
acknowledging the diversity of influences is more important than trying to explain
CA’s civilizational uniqueness (which is a fairly impossible task without the historical
details.)
We therefore recommend educators limit themselves to focus foremost on the
modern transformation of CA, contrasting contemporary pathways with its Soviet
legacy. It is paramount that CA’s position in world politics is presented and that the
most current issues are addressed, allowing students to differentiate between the
five former CA Soviet republics.
These goals are challenging enough to accomplish in the scope of one course, and
therefore we propose to give the following relative weight to CA’s chronological
overview within a hypothetical course module:
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•
•
•
•
•

Geography, definition and conceptualizations of CA – 10%
History (until Tsarist times) – 20%
Soviet History & Legacy – 20%
Different pathways and challenges of the five CA states – 35%
Contemporary Issues – 15%

Beside basic conceptions about the region, the main issues that should be addressed
are:
• The transformation of this ‘post-Soviet’ region since 1921
• The divergent pathways of the five former Soviet republics
• Understanding contemporary challenges (political, religious, developmental,
environmental, etc.) within their individual current authoritarian contexts
• Assessing the position of CA in world affairs within various geopolitical
contexts: (new) “great game,” Russian Near Abroad, Belt & Road Initiative, etc.
To this purpose we recommend the following chapters of the European Handbook of
Central Asian Studies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 2: ‘Defining and Delineating Central Asia from a European Perspective – Bruno
J. De Cordier & Jeroen J.J. Van den Bosch
Chapter 7: Central Asia’s Contemporary (Post-Soviet) Religious Landscape: A ‘DeSecularization’ in the Making? – Sébastien Peyrouse
Chapter 15: History and Evolution of Geopolitics toward Central Asia – Slavomír Horák
Chapter 16: Between Myth and Reality – The Restauration of the Silk Roads in Central
Asia – Sébastien Peyrouse
Chapter 17: International Relations in Central Asia: A Focus on Foreign Policies (19912020) – Catherine Poujol
Chapter 19: Facing the Soviet Legacy: Political Economy and Development Patterns in
Central Asia – Luca Anceschi & Julia Schwab

CAS as a specialization
When the scope of a CAS program is extended to the level of a specialization, here
understood as a set of several courses (with, for instance, separate modules on
history, politics, sociology and anthropology), such a scope allows for a more in-depth
treaty of the field.
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Without illusion, we realize that even specializations like these almost never contain
courses of regional Turkic of Persian languages, but they might be organized within a
larger master program on Eurasian Studies or Turkish or Middle Eastern Studies.
(From our data we found that Sinology Studies almost never extends their scope to
cover CAS).
With a larger scope, a specialization on CAS ‘should’ and ‘could’ strive toward the
following additional aims (superseding the ones previously described for a single
module):
• Present the uniqueness of CA’s history by tracing its transformation back to
earlier, pre-modern times and highlighting the main characteristics of its own
(fluid) civilizational model with its nomadic-sedentary interactions (Central
Asian Culture Complex), before this was progressively undone by conquest and
modernization.
• A history on CA at this stage should go beyond the mere distinction of time
frames and a purview of influences, and provide a least several detailed
snapshots of various stages (pre-Turkic, Turkic, Islamic, Mongolian, Tsarist,
etc.) in its chronology. Paramount is to benchmark the ever-fluid adaptation of
the Central Asian Culture Complex and acknowledging its various pockets with
multiple modernities. A more detailed geographical study (accounting for its
sub-regions) will be most useful for students to capture this complexity.
• While not offering languages, students specializing in CAS at this level should
have a good grasp on the region’s linguistic complexity and the political
implications of various language policies.
• Another level of nuance and detail should be spent to untangle the concept of
the Silk Roads and their changing nature through time, and especially, the use
of myths and popular imaginary to legitimize (geo-)political projects.
• Another pillar is to explore the unique and changing nature of CA societies,
focusing on gender-relations, traditional (religious) institutions, and informal
institutions that guided and continue to shape societies today. Since these local
contexts cannot be unshackled from authoritarian contexts at state-level, a
deeper understanding of CA regimes is should accompany such more social and
anthropological explorations.
• The aim is to use these diverse local perspectives to re-assess larger, (macro)regional geopolitical frameworks that tend to attract (or distract) most of the
attention regarding the region’s international relations.
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• If students speak at least one of the region’s languages, prepare them for doing
fieldwork adhering to methodological academic and ethical standards.
• In addition, if fieldwork is envisaged, budget and logistics should be anticipated
accordingly to prevent students from investing their own financial means,
otherwise specialization would neither be sustainable nor appealing.
For the purpose of upgrading the aims of a single module to a multi-course
specialization, our European Handbook of Central Asian Studies offers the following
chapters to supplement the ones previously listed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 4: The Original Islamization of Central Asia: From the Arab Frontier
Colonies to the ‘Governate Dynasties’ (650-1000) – Bruno J. de Cordier
Chapter 5: Early modern interactions between pastoral nomadic and
sedentary societies in the Central Asian culture complex – Vincent Fourniau
Chapter 8: The Historical Conditioning of Languages and Ethnicities in Central
Asia – Gian Marco Moisé & Abel Polese
Chapter 9: Clans, Class, Ethnicity and Politics in post-Soviet Central Asia –
Jeremy Smith
Chapter 11: Political Regimes in Central Asia: Tracing Personalist Rule from
the Khanates to the Present – Jeroen J.J. Van den Bosch
Chapter 12: Civil Society in Central Asia – Baktybek Kainazarov
Chapter 13: Women in Central Asia: Decolonizing Gender Studies – Rano
Turaeva

CAS as a full MA
When imagining CAS a full master program, such a study would need to tackle the
following milestones within its curriculum:
• Train student’s linguistic competences – at a minimum by teaching them
Russian at intermediate communicative level and advanced reading level;
while – or, more ambitiously – by also instructing them in at least of the native
Turkic or Persian languages.
• Train students to know and understand the century-long transformation of the
region throughout different stages and its unique interaction patterns with
surrounding civilizations in various time periods.
• Train students to discern the region’s (civilizational) uniqueness and its
simultaneous connection to a larger Central Eurasian culture, and how the
region’s modern transformation (under Russian rule) cut off ‘Soviet’ CA –
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•

•

•

•

•

•

actually, cutting right through many its historical sub-regions – and thus
separated FSU CA from its wider civilizational territory located outside
contemporary borders, now represented in fringes located in today’s northern
Iran, Afghanistan, Xinjiang, Mongolia, southern Russia, etc.
Make students reflect about the field of CAS at meta-level, by assessing the
field from an inter- or multi-disciplinary point of view, and tackling the region
from post-colonial contexts frames and debates, by making them familiar with
the plethora of endonyms and exonyms used in and to denote its (sub-)regions
(and their political implications).
Expand the scope of CAS, by linking up CA history and development in
comparison and interaction with neighboring regions (Mongolia, Xinjiang,
northern Iran, Afghanistan, etc.)
Prepare students for library/archive work and fieldwork by adhering to
methodological academic and ethical standards within the framework of their
MA dissertations.
Anticipate the financial aspects of sponsoring fieldwork by dedicating a specific
budget to it and by having logistical issues covered (visas procedures, formal
invitations, accommodation, local scientific partners etc.)
Instruct students in an in-depth fashion about the fan of challenges,
opportunities and trends that each individual CA state has been dealing with
since independence, providing scope to learn about local actors and
developments according to a plethora of dimensions: domestic politics, law,
foreign policy, geopolitics, religious trends, security, (un)sustainable
development, political economy, environmental issues, infrastructure,
demographic trends and urbanization, regional (integration) trends, etc.
A segment of the course program should be kept open for students to acquire
additional skills and competences (not directly linked with CAS) that will
facilitate their transition to the labor market. These should be chosen
strategically, in dialogue with student career coaches (see lower.)

Our European Handbook of Central Asian Studies offers several chapters that can
supplement knowledge on post-colonial theories and debates, political parties in CA,
Law and the use of constitutions, urbanization, environmental geopolitics, and
migration. Case study 2 provides an excellent overview of the historical toponyms of
CA.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 1: Central Asian Studies: A Maturing Field – Adrien Fauve
Chapter 6: Orientalism, Postcolonial and Decolonial Frames on Central Asia:
Theoretical Relevance and Applicability – Svetlana Gorshenina
Chapter 10: Presidential Elections and Ruling Parties in Central Asia – Adrien
Fauve
Chapter 14: Contemporary Central Asian Legal Systems in Developmental
Context: Genealogy, Political Economy, State Architecture – Scott Newton
Chapter 18: Terrorism and Security in Central Asia – Maria Raquel Freire &
Bernardo Teles Fazendeiro
Chapter 20: Environmental Geopolitics in Central Asia – Natalie Koch
Chapter 21: Labour Migration from Central Asia to Russia: Laws, Policies and
Effects on Sending States – Bhavna Davé
Chapter 22: Between Sotsgorod and Bazaar: Urbanization Dynamics in Central
Asia – Suzanne Harris-Brandts & Abel Polese
Case Study 2: Toponymy of Central Asia: Proper Names of Forged Concepts? –
Svetlana Gorshenina

Of course, the scope and aims of a CAS master program go far beyond the scope of
our handbook, and therefore we recommend educators to incorporate chapters from
the following handbooks in their syllabi as well.
• The Routledge Handbook on Contemporary Central Asia, edited by Rico Isaacs
and Erica Marat, Routledge, 2021.
• Central Asia: Contexts for Understanding, edited by David W. Montgomery,
Pittsburg University Press, 2022.
• The Central Asian World, edited by Jeanne Féaux de la Croix and Madeleine
Reeves (in the Routledge world series), Routledge, forthcoming 2022.
For more suggestions, we also refer to the recommend works listed higher in this
report.
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ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ON CAS
Pursuing a PhD on CAS: pitfalls & opportunities
When pursing a PhD, or envisaging it, candidates must absolutely define what is their
professional aim. A PhD is not just one more diploma added to a CV. It is a long-term
commitment which leads to a high level of specialization sanctioned by academic
authorities. PhD candidates need to be aware of the transversal competences and
skills they will have to develop: writing and analytical skills, autonomous working,
setting priorities, public speaking, self-branding, resilience and determination etc.
Consequently, workshops or summers schools must be organized to acquire these
skills in parallel of knowledge-based seminars and methodological modules.
Once these points are made clear, they are mostly two main professional
achievements after a PhD, as respondents to our in-depth interview themselves
acknowledge: either becoming a career academic or working in the sphere of
analytical expertise.
This is the reason why mentorship and guidance are of strategical need for both of
these ways out on the job market.
Some members of our consortium are ready to make EISCAS project outputs
sustainable by participating to such initiatives and dynamics. We do appeal to HEI in
order to solicit our presence to training events or for curriculum consultations.
Student career coaches
For CAS (starting at the level of a specialization) we recommend HEIs offer student
coaching services to graduate students. The inter- and multi-disciplinary nature of
CAS in combination with uncertain career paths outside academia clearly necessitate
to engage students in contemplating about their career choices.
While CAS will always attract new generations of interested students (cf. student
motivations) the data show (cf. tables 10, 11, 14 and 15) that students at all levels
face strong uncertainties regarding the labor market. While many of them – by
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default – (have to) figure out a way to apply their specialization to the exercise of a
profession not directly related to CAS, there remains a strong drive to pursue a PhD.
Nonetheless, the nature and current trends in academia preclude a significant takein of PhD graduations as post-docs matching the rising number of CAS-oriented PhD
graduates. For this group also, career advice on how to pursue a profession with a
CAS background.
To this purpose, we encourage HEIs to organize meetings with non-academic
professionals who have a solid background in CAS and provide information and
inspiration about such career trajectories, and foster networking opportunities and
internships possibilities for their student body before graduation.
Such career coaching will hopefully aid students to reflect about their individual
interests, passions and strong sides, and help their orientation when taking up
additional, practical, study courses that will prepare them better for the labor market
demands and future professions. Especially, new generation of CAS PhD students
should strategically develop a learning plan to acquire additional skills and nonacademic competences that will allow them to branch out into sectors like
consultancy, translation services, tourism, journalism, etc.
More than other specializations, the inter- and multi-disciplinary nature of CAS
actually increases the probability that CAS graduates with additional practical skillsets
are able to find niche positions on the labor market that match their expectations and
demand the use of their expertise on these matters.
But, without student career guidance, graduates might be too late to take on
additional specializations, are unable to acquire such skills (because they are too
preoccupied with writing their dissertation), or end up choosing additional courses in
an unfocused way, without the necessary strategic reflection needed to turn such
potential skillsets into trump cards when soliciting on the labor market.
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CONCLUSION

This report makes an original contribution to the understanding of CAS and gives
pragmatic orientations aimed at enhancing this academic field in Europe. Drawing on
an unprecedented set of empirical findings gathered through mix methods (content
analysis of didactic material, various surveys, interviews, statistics etc.). We
demonstrate that despite its relatively ancient existence (+/- 40 years), CAS are
dispersed and marginal in European academia, while many prominent specialists are
dedicated to it and numerous students express a strong wish to specialize. There is a
need to allocate resources, systematize training and rationalize networking
opportunities.
Moreover, our data shows several significant trends in the current status of CAS. We
assessed that most scholars in the field self-identify as researchers, however, a
majority is actually involved in teaching undergraduate or master courses. These
academics either specialized through self-study or during their PhD track.
Also, one must acknowledge that few study programs are indeed labeled as ‘Central
Asian Studies’, they are mostly presented as ‘Eurasian studies.’ In courses devoted to
the region syllabi present learning outcomes that are mainly knowledge-based. Most
syllabi do not mention the skills which will be acquired throughout the course. Finally,
in rapid succession, four new handbooks on Central Asia have appeared by late 2021
or will be published soon in 2022.
Based on these crude facts, all recommendations presented here come along with
our project deliverables. The online didactic materials produced by our project
(handbook & lectures’ recordings) can easily be used in traditional classes or elearning and blended-learning modules. Since these materials are state-of-the-art,
free, Open Access and very convertible, they can be used in articulation with our
curriculum recommendations on how to improve the quality of CAS programs and
change existing profiles to the current needs of the labor market. As a matter of fact,
we did a need analysis with input from outside experts and surveys. Based on our
findings and the orientations we propose, CAS study programs can better suit the
needs of labor profiles for markets like journalism, economic analysts, investors,
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(humanitarian) development experts, security analysts, (foreign) policy-makers,
diplomats, art & cultural profiles, scholars, field-researchers, etc.
Each EU HEI can adapt to those study specializations it wants to strengthen or can
develop new specializations building on these guidelines. These final
recommendations can be disseminated on the basis of the current report, alongside
the separate chapters in the handbook and during dedicated workshops during
training events such as academic conferences or summer schools. Curriculum
Recommendations we be available online, on the EISCAS website and on various
academic platforms such as Academia.edu or ResearchGate.net.
In several national academic environments (Germany, France, UK), CAS are recently
experiencing attempts to structure scholarship and motivate younger student to
specialize. Networks such as CASNiG (“Central Asian Studies Network” in Germany)
or IPAC (“Initiative Pluridisciplinaire sur l’Asie Centrale” in Paris) are emerging and the
final aim of our report is to help these groups systematize the way they can design
CAS curricula suited to intellectual and professional needs in Europe.

----This Curriculum Design Report was created within the framework of the EISCAS project
and realized with co-funding from the Erasmus plus program of the European Union.
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